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Dolls made by Keiho Ando
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⬆A re�ned imperial court Hina doll. The Emperor doll wears the noble yellow-
brown "Korozen" colored garment worn by emperors at formal ceremonies, to 
commemorate the enthronement ceremony of the Emperor in 2019. Character-
istic of Kyoto dolls, it sits on the right side.

⬆The "Choju Hina", a celebra-
tory gift to wish for long life, is 
very popular. There are a total 
of 8 colors to choose from, 
including red.

➡The shop also makes helmets 
and armors displayed during the 
Boys' Festival in May to wish for 
healthy growth.
Kabuto helmet, from ¥80,000.

⬅The 
current 
family 
head 
has 
inherited 
over a 
hundred 
years of 
tradition.

⬅A display of 15 dolls on a 
traditional seven-tiered 
platform.
Individual dolls, from 
¥50,000. The complete set 
pictured here is 
¥8,800,000. 
*All prices exclude tax.

⬇The shop is located very close to Kyoto Imperial 
Palace Park.

Ando Japanese Doll Shop has specialized in Kyoto dolls for three 
generations and is located a short walk from Kyoto Imperial Palace, 
the former imperial residence. It is the only dressing master of 
ornamental Hina doll costumes to receive the Yellow Ribbon Award 
(a Japanese Medal of Honor), and was selected by the Minister of 
Health, Labor and Welfare as a “Contemporary Master Craftsman”. 
The founder, Keiho Ando, made countless imperial court Hina dolls 
according to rules laid down by the imperial family. These dolls, 
made with skills and methods handed down from past generations, 
have been rated highly overseas as well. The current third generation 
family head has given gifts of ornamental dolls to the royal families 
of Belgium, Thailand and the United Kingdom. 

The conventional wooden building of the shop displays its goods on 
the first and second floors. Once you go up to the second floor, there is 
a sight that would amaze anyone; a vast array of Hina dolls, as befits a 
specialist shop. The distinctive features of Kyoto doll faces are the 
slightly narrow eyes and gentle expression. They are known as “Kyoto 
heads”. Additionally, their kimonos are made from the highest quality 
Japanese textiles, Nishijin woven fabrics. The Kyoto aesthetic can be 
seen in the traditional color schemes. These elegant dolls are made by 
a division of labor; the dressing master creates the design and adds the 
finishing touches, while the head, hair, hands and feet are made 
separately by artisans who are masters in their respective fields. In 
recent years, there has been increasing interest in dolls designed by the 
current head that are dolls for grownups; Kanreki dolls for celebrating 
60th birthdays and Choju dolls for celebrating longevity. The shop also 
makes helmets and armors displayed during the seasonal festival for 
boys. Please take this opportunity to experience Kyoto craft making 
and Japanese customs through its dolls and armor.

MAP❷
273-2 Komeya-cho, Aburanokoji-dori, 
Marutamachi-agaru, Kamigyo-ku, Kyoto

京都市上京区油小路通丸太町上る米屋町273-2

TEL: 075-231-7466  OPEN: 10:00 to 18:00 
Jan–Apr: Open everyday   May–Dec: Closed 
Sun, national holidays, 2nd and 4th Sat
Access: 20 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi
Email: info@ando-doll.com
URL: http://www.ando-doll.com
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Kyoto dolls are made with artisanal skills and rich 
sensibilities. The shop also displays valuable dolls with 
ties to the Imperial family.
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